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Some strategies to help maximise how you use this pack:
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• Test yourself on information (Look-Cover-Test-Check);
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Using your Quest for
Knowledge Booklet
There are lots of ways to use your Quest for Knowledge booklets to supplement
your learning in Core subjects.
If you complete your Independent Learning, you should learn your Quest for
Knowledge for each Core subject you study – the information has been
designed to support your learning.
Strategies to use your Quest for Knowledge effectively:
Strategy

Guidance
This strategy is useful for working
Copying out – writing out information
through information systematically; it
from the Q4K yourself.
has its limitations though.
Mind Mapping – writing a topic or
This strategy is a nice way to break
key idea, and surrounding it with
down information, and draw links
linked ideas or information.
between them.
Self-quizzing – cover information that This is an extremely effective strategy –
you feel is learned, before testing
as you get more confident, you can ask
yourself.
more difficult questions of yourself!
Quizzing at home – parents/carers This is similar to self-quizzing; make sure
relatives take key information, and
that whoever quizzes you pays close
quiz you on it.
attention to accuracy of your answers!
Blurting – write a topic or key idea,
before wiring everything you can
This is a great way to find the gaps in
think of. Then, check to see what you
your knowledge; give it a try!
know and have missed.
Flash-cards – on a small piece of
paper or card, write a question or
Flash cards are particularly useful for
term. On the back, write the answer remembering key terminology, vocab or
or definition. Test yourself, or get
dates.
tested by someone!

Habits of Discussion
Agreement Prompts:

Disagreement Prompts:

• “I agree with Jason because…”

• “I disagree with Chris because…”

• “I was just thinking of something similar to
Maria’s point about…”

• “I think it’s more complex than what you’re
saying, Alice, because…”

• “Grace’s point makes sense because…”

• “I understand why you’d say that Naresh,
but…”

• “I think that the strongest part of Taz’s response
was…”
• “There’s another piece of evidence that
contradicts Rosie’s point…”
• “Nelam’s point about ___ was important
because it…”
• “I see things differently to Shara because…”
• “The evidence I’ve looked at suggests something
different to Ben’s response…”

Habits of Discussion:

Add to Prompts:

Paraphrasing:

• “I’d like to elaborate on Jade’s idea…”

• “Another way you may interpret that is…”

• “I’d like to build on Kate’s point…”

• “Put another way, Brian is saying…”

• “There’s another example of what Theo is
talking about…”

• “So Nyasha is saying that…”
• “It is fair to say that Chris believes…”

• “You could also add that…”
• “The thing that I think is missing from Charlie’s
point is…”
• “I understand, and would like to add…”
• “Is it fair to say that…”
• “If we change Jess’ point just a little, we could
add…”
• “Alex’s point about _____ was good but I’d also
add…”

Habits of Discussion
French
Agreement Prompts
•
•
•

Disagreement Prompts

“Je suis d’’accord avec ________ parce que…” – I agree with •
_________ because…
•
“Je suis du même avis que…” – I am of the same opinion as…
“Sans doute ton point est vrai _________ parce que…” There is no doubt that your point is true because…

•

• “ Selon moi, ta idée est…
convaincante/puissante/pertinente __________ parce que…” – In •
my opinion, your idea is…
Convincing/powerful/relevant because…
•
• “Je prends le parti de _____________ parce que…” – I take
the side of ______________ because…
•
• “J’abonde dans le sens de __________ parce que…” – I
agree wholeheartedly with…
•
• “J’accepte sans équivoque l’avis de __________ parce
que…”

Habits of Discussion:

“Je ne suis pas d’accord avec…” – I disagree with…
“Je pense que c’est plus compliqué/complexe que ce que tu as
dit __________ parce que…” – I think that it is more
complicated/complex than what you have said
“Je comprends ce que tu veux dire ____________ mais…” - I
understand what you are trying to say but…
“J’ai un avis différent à ______________ car…” – I am of a
different view to __________as…
“Je suis désolé(e) __________ mais à mon avis…” – I am sorry
but in my opinion…
“Je suis contre le point de ____________ parce que…” – I am
against ___________’s point because…
“Le point de _____________ ne dépasse pas la surface des
choses parce que…” ___________’s point skims the surface
because…

•

Je refute le point de ____________ parce que… I reject this
point because…

•

Je condamne nettement le point de ______________ parce
que… - I condemn outright ____________’s point because…

•

Je crois que c’est tout le contraire – I believe that exactly the
opposite is true

•

Je suis (fermement) opposé(e) à l’avis de _______________
parce que… - I am firmly opposed to __________’s opinion
because

Add to Prompts

Paraphrasing

•

“En plus, on pourrait dire que…” – In addition, one could say
that…

•

“En d’autres termes ___________ dit que…” – In other words,
___________ said that…

•

“Le point de ________ était vrai mais je voudrais ajouter
quelque chose…” - _____________’s point was true but I
would like to add something…

•

“Cela revient à dire que” – This amounts to saying that…

•

“Pour résumer le point de ___________…” – To summarise
___________’s point…

•

“Autrement dit…”- In other words…

•

“Autant dire que…” – In other words…

•

“En fin de compte…” – At the end of the day…

•

J’en reviens toujours là…” I come back to the point that…

•

J’ai déjà constaté/dit que…” – I have already said that...

•

“En cela s’ajoute”… - In addition there is…

•

“Par ailleurs, Je voudrais dire que”… - Furthermore, I would
like to say that…

Habits of Discussion
Spanish
Agreement Prompts
Respuestas de acuerdo

•

Estoy de acuerdo con________ porque…
I agree with _________ because…

•

Tengo la misma opinión que…
I have the same opinion as…

•

No hay duda, tu punto de vista es verdad porque…
There is no doubt that your point is true because…

•

•

En mi opinión, tu idea es convincente / poderosa /
relevante porque…
In my opinion, your idea is convincing/powerful/relevant
because…

Disagreement Prompts
Respuestas de desacuerdo

•

No estoy de acuerdo con_________
I disagree with_________

•

Pienso que eso es mas complicado/complejo que lo que
has dicho porque…
I think that it is more complicated/complex than you
have said because…

•

Entiendo lo que dices pero…
I understand what you are trying to say but…

•

Lo siento pero en mi opinión…
I am sorry but in my opinion…

•

Estoy en contra de____________ porque…
I am against ___________’s point because…

•

Veo las cosas diferentes a _______ porque…
I see things differently to ___________because…

El punto de vista de______tiene sentido porque…
_______ point makes sense because…

Add to Prompts
Añadimos las respuestas

•

Además, puedo decir que…
In addition, I could say that…

Paraphrasing
Parafrasear

•

•

El argumento de ________ era verdad pero me gustaría •
añadir algo…
_____________’s argument was true but I would like to
add something…
•
•

Así que ________esta diciendo que…
So_______ is saying that…

Para resumir el punto de vista de ___________...
To summarise ___________’s point…

Además, hay…
Also, there is…
•

•

En otras palabras ___________ diría que…
In other words, ___________ said that…

Entiendo, y me gustaría añadir…
I understand, and would like to add…

En otras palabras…
In other words…

Quest for Knowledge – Assessment Cycle Two - English
The Life of Charles Dickens
Key Information / Facts

What does it mean?

Links to the novella

Charles Dickens was born on
the 7th February 1812 in
Portsmouth. His parents
moved his family to London,
as they had aspirations of
wealth and success.

Charles Dickens understood
life away from the major
industrialised cities such as
London. Dickens also saw
the appeal of London and
the riches it promised.

Scrooge’s memories of his
childhood (before money became
the main objective in his life.)

Charles Dickens’ father, John,
was sent to Marshalsea
Prison due to an unpaid
bakery debt of £40 and 10
shillings.

Dickens suffered a great
deal of hardship. He was
the only member of the
family to not enter prison,
but instead endured the
horrors of the workhouse.

Scrooge’s opinion of the poor, as
he questions ‘ Are there no
prisons?’ Scrooge is removed from
the human aspect of poverty.

Charles Dickens has to leave
school as his father moved
into the Marshalsea Prison.
Dickens he was sent to work
at Warren’s Blacking Factory
– a Workhouse.

Dickens understands the lack
of support provided to
those who have fallen on
tough times. His family had
to pay the price for trying
to feed themselves.

Scrooge’s refusal to support his
fellow man by contributing charity.
Here, Dickens introduced the
concept of Social Responsibility.
However Scrooge feels that they
should ‘decrease the surplus
population.’

The work at workhouses was
arduous, with long gruelling
hours and appalling
conditions. Many children
there suffered from
loneliness and poor health.

Dickens has first-hand
experience of the
Workhouse. As a child
himself, and surrounded by
other children , Dickens is
able to comment upon and
criticise the system of child
labour and the workhouse.

Without changing, Scrooge’s
behaviour towards Bob Cratchit
will result in his family being sent
to the prison and/or the
workhouse. Bob is poorly paid and
he is barley able to support his
family. Tiny Tim would not survive
the Workhouse.

Three months later, Dickens
returned to education, but
the experience shaped his
future, as he never forgot
this period of his life.

Dickens is appreciative that
he was able to gain an
education, something that
many others at the time
were too poor to have. He
understands the importance
of education and believes
all have a right to it.

1.

Ignorance and Want are
interesting characters that expose
some of the flaws in British society.
Ignorance and dismissal of the
poverty in Victorian Britain was the
cause of greed or 'Want' and
therefore the cause of the
widespread poverty.

Quest for Knowledge – Assessment Cycle Two - English
The Life of Charles Dickens

Key Information / Facts

What does it mean?

Links to the novella

Dickens ended his time in
education at the age of
15. he later pursued a
career in journalism as a
freelance reporter at the
law courts.

Dickens was able to gain
enough education to pursue
a career away from the
difficult manual and
factory work.

Commenting on the importance of
education which seems to be
lacking in London society
amongst the poor. Thus seen
through the characters of
Ignorance and Want.

A few years later he
began writing for two
major newspapers. In
1833, Dickens began
submitting sketches under
the pseudonym ‘Boz’,with
‘Sketches by Boz’ following
in 1836.

Dickens was able to have
first hand experiences of
the injustices and prejudices
in the courts. His sketches
meant all in society had
access to his work and the
message of equality.

The perception of the poor being
lazy and immoral is presented
through the character of Scrooge
who believed that poor were
worthless.

Dickens married Catherine
Hogarth and they had 10
children together. Dickens
suffered the losses of his
father and daughter which
deeply affected him. He
became estranged from
Catherine in 1858.

Dickens believed that
family was important. He
saw Christmas as a time for
peace and good will.
Dickens felt that Christmas
was best spent with family
playing games and having
fun.

The Cratchit family and Fred
Scrooge’s family Christmas best
represent Dickens’ ideas of
family and festivity.

Dickens died aged 58 on
9th June 1870 following
failure to recover from an
accident. He is buried at
Westminster Abbey in
Poet’s Corner. His final
novel, The Mystery of
Edwin Drood, was
incomplete.

Dickens’ legacy lives on
through his work. His grave
is visited and students still
study his life.

Scrooge’s life, before his
transformation, becomes an
example of how not to live your
life. Dickens seems to have
followed his own advice.

2.

Quest for Knowledge – Assessment Cycle Two - English
The Works of Charles Dickens

3.

Date

Novel

Date

Novellas, Short stories and
other works.

1836

The Pickwick Papers

1833-1836

Stretches by Boz

1837

Oliver Twist

1838

The Lamplighter

1838

Nicholas Nickleby

1843

A Christmas Carol

1840

The Old Curiosity Shop

1848

The Haunted Man

1841

Barnaby Rudge

1851

The Cricket on the Hearth: A
Fairy Tale of Home

1843

Martin Chuzzlewit

1851

A Flight – Published
in Household Words

1846

Dombey and Son

1852

The Battle of Life

1849

David Copperfield

1857

Frozen Deep (Play written
with Wilkie Collins)

1852

Bleak House

1858

Going into Society

1854

Hard Times

1860

A Message from the Sea

1855

Little Dorrit

1863

Mrs. Lirriper’s Lodgings

1859

A Tale of Two Cities

1860

Great Expectations

1864

Our Mutual Friend

1870

The Mystery of Edwin
Drood (incomplete novel)

Quest for Knowledge – Assessment Cycle Two - English
A Christmas Carol – Characters

Characters

Role in A Christmas Carol

Key Quotes

Ebenezer
Scrooge

Protagonist. Sent on a journey
through time to become a better
person.

‘Bah! Humbug’; ‘Are there no
Prisons?’; ‘ decrease the surplus
population’

Jacob Marley

Ebenezer Scrooges’ former partner.
His ghost visits Scrooge covered in
chains as a warning.

‘Mankind was my business. The
common welfare was my business;
charity, mercy, forbearance, and
benevolence, were all my business’

Fred Scrooge

The nephew of Ebenezer Scrooge.
Happy and welcoming family
member.

‘his wealth is no use to him. He
don’t do any good with it. He don’t
make himself comfortable with it.’

Bob Cratchit

The clerk at Scrooge and Marley’s
firm. Poorly paid and works in hostile
conditions.

‘“Mr Scrooge!” said Bob, “I’ll give
you Mr Scrooge, the Founder of
the Feast”’

The son of Bob Cratchit. Tiny Tim is
extremely ill, but is forever optimistic.

‘God bless us every one!’
‘he hoped people saw him in church
because he crippled, and it might
pleasant to them to remember upon
Christmas Day who made lame
beggars walk and blind men see. ’

The first of the Ghost to visit Scrooge.
The Ghost takes Scrooge to revisit his
past. (Fan, Fezziwig and Belle)

‘would you so soon put out, with
worldly hands, the light I give? Is it
not enough that you are of those
whose passions made this cap, and
force me through whole trains of
years to wear it low upon my brow!’

The second of the Ghosts to visit
Scrooge. The Ghost takes Scrooge to
see how the people in his life are
celebrating Christmas.

‘if man you be in heart, not
adamant, forbear that wicked
cant until you have discovered
What the surplus is, and Where it
is, Will you decide what men shall
live, what men shall die?

Tiny Tim

The Ghost of
Christmas
Past

The Ghost of
Christmas
Present

4.

Quest for Knowledge – Assessment Cycle Two - English

A Christmas Carol – Characters

Characters
The Ghost of
Christmas
Yet to Come

Ignorance
and Want

Fezziwig

Fan

Belle

The Charity
Men

5.

Role in A Christmas Carol

Key Quotes

The final Ghost to visit Scrooge. This
Ghost shows Scrooge his future.

‘The Phantom slowly, gravely,
silently, approached.’
‘ I fear you more than any Spectre
I have seen.’

Children that are introduced to
Scrooge by The Ghost of Christmas
Present. They represent the issues in
London.

They were a boy and girl. Yellow,
meagre, ragged, scowling,
wolfish;’
‘This boy is Ignorance. This girl is
Want. Beware them both, and all
of their degree,’

Scrooge’s previous employer. Kind,
merry and generous character.

‘No more work tonight. Christmas
Eve,’ ‘ Mr and Mrs Fezziwig took
their stations , one on each side
the door, and shaking hands with
every person individually’ .

Scrooge’s younger sister.

‘Home, for good and all. Home,
for ever and ever. Father is so
much kinder than he used to be,
home’s like Heaven!’

Scrooges’ former fiancée.

‘Another idol has displaced me;
and if it can cheer and comfort
you in time to come, as I would
have tried to do, I have no just
cause to grieve.’
‘A golden one’.

The men collecting money for charity
in the beginning of the novella.

‘a few of us are endeavouring to
raisea fund to buy the Poor some
meat and drink, and means of
walmth. We choose ths time
because it is a time, of all others,
when Want is keenly felt, and
Abundance rejoices.’

Quest for Knowledge – Assessment Cycle Two - English
Victorian London – Society

Society
Infrastructure

Description of the Class

Presentation in A
Christmas Carol

Upper Class

Wealthy minority in the London. Many belonged to
the Aristocracy holding titles from Duke to Baron.
Many possessed negative views of those in the
lower classes. Those in the Upper classes were
likely to inherit their wealth from family members.

Ebenezer Scrooge,
Jacob Marley.

Middle Class

Wealthier than the Working class, the Middle Class
come from a more humble background that the
Upper class. People in the Middle Class made a
great deal of money from the Industrial Revolution
as factory and mill owners.

Working Class

Working Class were the largest group of people in
Victorian London. Poverty stricken and poorly
educated, the working class worked for long hours
for little pay. They were persevered to lack in
morality and conscious.

Fred Scrooge,
Fezziwig

Bob Cratchit, Tiny
Tim, Ignorance and
Want.

Wealth of London - British Empire
Key Information / Facts

What do we learn?

Link to the novella

16th – 18th Century, the
British Empire had control
and influence of over
23% of the world’s
population and wealth
through colonisation.

The British Empire was a
powerful organisation which
used both and rich and poor
people to achieve this status.

Scrooge’s authority and control
over Bob Cratchit due to his
wealth, is reflective of the
imbalance of power in the
world during the Victorian
period.

London was the capital of
the British Empire.

London was an extremely
wealthy city. Dickens presents
a destitute view of the city,
revealing humans’ disregard
for the poor.

Contrast of the wealth in
London seen in the introduction
with the Cratchit’s Christmas
and Poverty.

Dickens presents the lack
Social Responsibility in
London as the rich refuse to
help the poor.

Contrast of Scrooge and Bob,
who despite being poor does
not think negatively of Scrooge,
even though Scrooge has the
power to change his
circumstances.

Class divide was
extremely wide, with the
Upper class profiting from
trading

6.
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Industrial Revolution

Key Information/Facts

What do we learn?

Links to the novella

Industrial Revolution (1760 1840) transformed Britain
from largely rural society to
an industrial one.

The Industrial Revolution
changed the historical and
geographical landscape of
Britain.

The familiarity of village
living in Scrooge’s past is
contrasted with the isolated
living of the city.

The appeal of work drove
people into the city. With an
abundance of workers
available, exploitation of the
workforce by the wealthy
was a common occurrence.

Bob Cratchit represents the
exploited workers who
entered the city hoping for a
better life.

London was a dark, polluted
city.

The fog/smog is ever present
in London, and the novella. It
is a reminder that greed has
a firm grip on the city.

Key Information/ Facts

What do we learn?

Links to the novella

On marrying Queen Victoria,
Prince Albert brought many
German Christmas traditions
such as decorated Christmas
trees.

Christmas celebration
became an important part of
the modern Christmas.

The Ghost of Christmas
Present reflects the splendour
associated with Christmas.

Christmas was a time for
celebrating with family and
a feast

Christmas during the
Victorian Era became a
period of excess and greed.

There was a contrast
between the abundance of
food upon which The Ghost
of Christmas Present sits and
the meagre Christmas meal
at the Cratchit’s home.

Christmas was a time of
peace and good will
regardless of position in
society (Christmas Spirit.)

There was an effort by some
in society to be charitable to
the less fortunate- especially
at Christmas time.

The appearance of the
Charity Men represents the
idea of Social Responsibility
and Christmas Spirit.

Thousands of people
migrated from the country
into cities for work – many
for poor wage.
The masses of factories
contributed to the pollution in
London.
Traditions of Christmas.

7.

Quest for Knowledge – Assessment Cycle Two - English
Victorian London – The New Poor Laws

Key Information/Facts

What does it mean?

Links to the novella

The New Poor Laws (1834)
- Reduce the cost of
looking after the poor
- Take the beggars off of
the streets.
- Encourage people to
support themselves.

The New Poor Laws were
supposed to protect and
support the poor, but also
became a way of
encouraging the Poor to
change their lives.

Scrooge makes reference to
the Poor Laws as he complains
that the Charity Men are
requesting money to support
the poor.

The New Poor Laws housed
the poor in Workhouses,
clothed and fed them.

The Workhouse should have
been a place in which
children could stay off of the
streets. However, to children,
the Workhouse was
perceived as a prison.

Scrooge believes that the
Poor should be the
responsibility of the
Workhouse and no one else.

Children who entered the
Workhouse were educated,
but worked long hours of the
day in poor conditions. The
Workhouse aimed to
discourage dependency on
the government.

Children tried to avoid the
Workhouse as they were
used as cheap labour, and
worked in life threatening
conditions.

Eventually, Scrooge reveals
that it would be better for the
poor to be dead than to be
the responsibility of those with
money.

Victorian London – Poverty and Disease
Key Information/Facts
London was over-crowded
with the poor forced to live
in slums such as Whitechapel.

What does it mean?
Communities lived in tight
confinements which
accelerated the rate of
contraction.

The sanitation system was
overwhelmed by the dense
population of London.

Raw sewage was pumped
into the city’s main water
resource and increased the
spread of disease.

Illness and diseases such as
Cholera, Polio and
Tuberculosis were rife during
the Victorian Era.

The life expectancy was
extremely low amongst
children as they were
exposed to many diseases.

Links to the novella
The Cratchits, as the a family
of eight, represents the
cramped conditions in which
families lived in.

Tiny Tim is the example of
poor health and a low infant
morality rate in the Victorian
Era.
Tiny Tim is the victim of poor
health. His life expectancy is
questioned throughout the
novella.

8.
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Reverend Thomas Malthus – Essay on the Principle of Population
Reverend Thomas Malthus published a pamphlet called Essay on the Principle of
Population (1789). Here, he commented on the ways in which to control the ever growing
population. His views on the poor, represented that of the most wealthy in society. Whilst,
somewhat controversial, Malthusian was a concept that was followed by many. This theory
influenced The New Poor Laws introduced in 1834.

9.

Thomas Malthus’ Opinions
of the Poor

What does it mean?

Ebenezer Scrooge’s
Opinions of the Poor
in the novella

‘Instead of recommending
cleanliness to the poor, we
should encourage contrary
habits. In our towns we should
make the streets narrower,
crowd more people into the
houses, and court the return
of the plague.’

Society should make life difficult
for those who do not want to
support themselves, as help will not
encourage them to change their
way of living.

‘Are there no prisons?’
‘And the Union
Workhouses?’
‘The treadmill and the
Poor Laws are still in
vigour, the?’

‘The vices of mankind are
active and able ministers of
depopulation. They are the
precursors in the great army
of destruction, and often
finish the dreadful work
themselves.’

The bad habits of the poor, in this
case laziness, will be their
downfall. The poor should be left
to die in order to reduce
population of Britain.

If they would rather
die,’ said Scrooge
‘they had better do it,
and decrease the
surplus population’

‘At nature’s mighty feast
there is no vacant cover for
him. She tells him to be
gone, and will quickly
execute her own orders, if
he does not work upon the
compassion of some of her
guests. If these guests get
up and make room for him,
other intruders immediately
appear demanding the
same favour.’

Malthus believes that if you are
unable to look after yourself, you
should not have the support of
others. If you start helping the
poor, they will not look after
themselves and rely on others for
the rest of their lives.

‘It is not my business,’
Scrooge returned, ‘Its
enough for a man to
understand his own
business, and not
interfere with other
people’s’.

Quest for Knowledge – Assessment Cycle Two - English

Meaning

Where do we see it?

Time is viewed
as a threat in
the novella in
order to
illustrate how
Scrooge has
little time to
change his
actions and his
fate of a
lonely life and
untimely death.

• The beginning of the novella introduces Marley’s death to foreshadow
Scrooge’s fate.
• The first spirit to visit Scrooge shows him a series of events from his
past in order to show him how his happiness once relied on his loved
ones; not financial wealth.
• The Ghost of Christmas Present is the second spirit to visit Scrooge and
his death shows Scrooge how quickly time can encroach on him without
changing his ways.
• The last of the three spirits, The Ghost of Christmas Yet to Come,
resembles death, which reminds Scrooge how short life is. The prospect
of his own death and Tiny Tim’s untimely death furthers Scrooge’s
willingness to change his miserly, selfish ways.

Family is a
centralized
theme in the
novella as
Dickens
emphasizes
how important
family is in
attaining
happiness.

• Family values are shown to be neglected in Stave 1 through Scrooge’s
rejection of his nephew Fred, when he visits him in the clergy office.
• Throughout the novella, The Cratchit family seem to hold the ideal
values of familial love, although they are poor. Dickens purposely uses
the Cratchit family to show his Victorian readers that wealth is not
comparable to happiness.
• The Ghost of Christmas Past shows Scrooge his childhood and early
adult memories to remind him of how fulfilled he felt in his life through
his loved ones.
• Scrooge redeems himself at the end of the novella and begins to
value the true meaning of Christmas, which is spending time with those
that you value.

Greed

Family

Theme

Time

Key Themes in A Christmas Carol

Greed is shown
through the
protagonist
and is noted as
punishable in
life, linking to
Dickens’ wider
message to his
Victorian
readers.

• The protagonist Scrooge is symbolic of the concept of Victorian greed
that Dickens wished to critique throughout the novella.
• In Stave 1, Marley’s chains are a punishment for the greed that
consumed his life whilst he was living. He acts as a threat to both
Scrooge and the Victorian readers to advocate change in how they
approach the less fortunate.
• Scrooge’s greed, much like Marley’s has marred his life and resulted
in his deep unhappiness and loneliness.
• In Stave 2, The Ghost of Christmas Past shows Scrooge how fulfilled his
life was when he was younger due to him not prioritizing money over
his loved ones.
• In Stave 4, The Ghost of Christmas Present shows Scrooge two
children, ‘Ignorance’ and ‘Want’; both of whom are a result of
Victorian greed.

These are not the only examples you can find!

10.
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Key Themes in A Christmas Carol

Redemption

Christmas and Tradition

The Supernatural

Theme

11.

Meaning

The supernatural
relates to frightening
events considered to
be of supernatural
origin, like ghosts. The
supernatural in the
novella are related to
the spirits that visit
Scrooge in order to
guide his reformation.

Where do we see it?
• The gothic setting in the opening of Stave 1 relates to
the supernatural phenomena that occurs in the novella as
it foreshadows the supernatural element that will take
precedence within the novella.
• Marley’s ghost brings about the first supernatural
phenomena that Scrooge experiences, warning him of
the three spirits and their visitations.
• The three spirits in the novella drive forth Scrooge’s
redemptive actions through exposing him to the
misfortunes that will occur if he does not change his
cynical ways.
• The last of the spirits, The Ghost Of Christmas Yet To
Come is presented as a phantom, which frightens
Scrooge with the prospect of his death, before he has
been able to fully make amends.

The Victorian
Christmas ideal
stemmed from
Christian ideals about
Christmas being a time
of giving that is spent
with loved ones. This is
an idea that is
promoted by Dickens
as he believed that
there was too much
value placed on
material wealth.

• At the beginning of the novella, a festive atmosphere is
generally created by the impoverished individuals that
Scrooge comes across.
• The charity workers in Stave 1 voice the rejection of the
workhouses and represent the concept of Christmas
giving that was advocated by Dickens.
• The Ghost of Christmas Present is symbolic of the idea
of the traditional notions associated with Christmas. The
ghost shows how meagre Scrooge’s wealth is in
comparison to the wealth that somebody can gain with
love, family and generosity.
• The end of the novella shows how Scrooge has
transformed his views on what it is to celebrate
Christmas. He shares this day being both generous with
his wealth and by having dinner with Fred, his nephew.

This action relates to
being saved from sin,
error or evil. The
spirits that visit
Scrooge help to save
him from a life of
misfortune and
loneliness.

• Stave 2 focuses on Scrooge’s epiphany, introduced by
The Ghost of Christmas Past. This is noted firstly in his
reflective words about the carol singer. Secondly, he
recognises his bad treatment towards Bob Cratchit after
seeing his memory with Fezziwig.
• Stave 3 introduces the concept of Scrooge’s penitence at
the prospect of Tiny Tim’s death. Feelings of shame are
introduced when the Ghost of Christmas Present quotes
his previous words about the poor.
• In Staves 4 and 5, Scrooge promises to atone for his sins
and continues to upkeep his vow to do so, as shown in his
transformative behaviour in Stave 5.

2.
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Key Structural Elements in A Christmas Carol

Technique

Definition

Example and effect in ‘A
Christmas Carol’

A short novel.

A Christmas Carol is a novella. It
was first published in 1843 and
made of five Staves which
resemble stages of the novella.

Antithesis

A person or thing that is the
direct opposite
of something else.

Scrooge is the opposite to what
he would consider a 'good'
employer. Mr Fezziwig employed
Scrooge as a young apprentice
and he was kind-natured to his
workers, unlike Scrooge.

Flashback

The story's sequence of
narrative is re-ordered and
the reader is taken back to
an earlier point in the story.

An example of this is in Stave 2,
when Scrooge is visited by the
Ghost of Christmas Past, who
shows Scrooge his memories as a
child.

A repeated image or
symbolism.

Light is one of the motifs in A
Christmas Carol. This is often
used to symbolise hope for
Scrooge to change his ways.

A clue is given about
something that will
happen later.

In Stave 4, the Ghost of
Christmas Yet to Come shows
Scrooge what his life may end up
like if he continues his ill-natured
ways.

The beginning of the text
mirrors elements of the end
of the text.

Scrooge meets the same people
at the end of the text as he did
at the start.

Novella

Motif

Foreshadowing

Cyclical Structure

These are not the only examples you can find!
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Key Structural Elements in A Christmas Carol
Freytag’s Pyramid

13.

Technique

Definition

Example in ‘A Christmas Carol’

Exposition

The exposition
of a story
introduces the
characters,
setting and a
general idea
of the conflict.

The exposition occurs when Dickens introduces the
reader to main character Ebenezer Scrooge.
Readers learn that Scrooge's business partner
Marley has died. To introduce the conflict, Dickens
describes Scrooge's hostile attitude toward his
nephew, alongside his ill feelings about marriage.

Rising Action

In literary
works, rising
action includes
increased
conflict for the
main
character.

Scrooge encounters Marley's ghost and is warned
about the consequences of his behaviour. In his
encounter with three more ghosts, Scrooge revisits
his lonely past Christmases, and he is reminded of
the source of his bitterness toward the holiday. In
his journey around the present Christmas season,
he sees those whom he has hurt; reinforcing his
need for change.

Climax

A section of a
story which is
extremely
tense to note
the importance
of a scene or
event.

An example of this is in Stave 4, when the Ghost
of Christmas Yet to Come shows Scrooge the
celebratory atmosphere caused by his death. This
is the impetus which drives Scrooge to change.

Denouement

In literary
works, the
resolution
occurs when the
result of the
central conflict
causes change,
usually in the
main
character.

Scrooge's desperation after seeing the lonely end
of his life changes his perception of family and
the Christmas spirit by the ending of the novella,
shown in his decision to make charitable
contributions and attend his nephew's Christmas
dinner as part of the story's resolution.

Quest for Knowledge – Assessment Cycle Two - English

Key Linguistic Elements in A Christmas Carol

Technique

Definition

Example and effect in ‘A
Christmas Carol’

Personification

The attribution of human
characteristics to an inanimate
object or non-human.

In Stave 1, the setting is used to
create a Gothic atmosphere which
reflects Scrooge’s character.

Metaphor

Metaphor is a figure of speech
which makes an implicit,
implied or hidden comparison
between two things.

Ignorance and Want are
characters which represent the
impoverished people in Victorian
society. They are used as a
metaphor to illustrate the issues
prevalent in Victorian London.

Symbolism

When abstract ideas are used
to represent a wider concept,
beyond the literal meaning.

In Stave 1, Marley’s chains are
symbolic of the sins that he has
committed; relating to his
unscrupulous business practices.

An exaggerated statement or
claim.

In Stave 1, Scrooge argues with
Fred that every person who
celebrates Christmas should be
punished. This is done deliberately
to show the Victorians the extent of
their greed and what it leads to.

Using the weather to depict
human emotions to create a
specific tone.

In Stave 1, pathetic fallacy is used
to describe the desolate state of
Victorian London. This links to how
Scrooge’s actions have resulted in
loneliness.

A indirect reference to a
person, place or event or
another text.

In Stave 5, Scrooge is compared to
Laocoon (a famous Trojan priest)
who is depicted as a man in agony
in a famous statue dedicated to
him. This illustrates the suffering
that Scrooge’s actions will result in;
if unchanged.

Hyperbole

Pathetic Fallacy

Allusion

These are not the only examples you can find!
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Key Vocabulary in A Christmas Carol

Tier 2 Vocabulary

Definition

Allegory
(noun)

A story which can be
interpreted to reveal a hidden
meaning, typically a moral or
political one.

Dickens fixed symbolic meaning
about Victorian selfishness in the
novella.

Vignette
(noun)

An impressionable scene which
gives further detail on a
character, event or idea.

The Ghost of Christmas Past
presents Scrooge’s memories from
his childhood and earlier adult life.

Context
(noun)

The social, historical or cultural
context that informs the use of
characters or events in a story.

The novella’s links to the social,
historical and cultural aspects of life
in Victorian London.

Apathy
(noun)

A distinct lack of interest,
enthusiasm or concern.

This is illustrated by Scrooge’s
attitude towards the poor in Stave
1.

Miser
(noun)

A person who hoards wealth
and spends as little as possible.

This links to Scrooge’s miserly
attitude in Stave 1 and the
description of his office setting.

Purgatory
(noun)

Purgatory a place of
temporary punishment,
according to medieval Christian
beliefs.

This relates to Stave 1 as Marley’s
Ghost is in limbo due to his sins.

Misanthropic
(adjective)

Having or showing a dislike of
other people; being unsociable.

This is reflected in the setting
description in Stave 1 which
resembles Scrooge’s loneliness and
self-contained nature.

Malevolent
(adjective)

Being spiteful and displaying
satisfaction at somebody else’s
problems.

Stave 1 links to Scrooge’s attitude
towards the poor, made explicit in
his interaction with the charity
workers.

Political Diatribe
(noun)

An angry piece of writing that
severely criticises something to
promote action.

The political message of the novella
based on the lack of change in
Victorian society.

These are not the only examples you can find!
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Example in ‘A Christmas Carol’
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Key Vocabulary in A Christmas Carol

Tier 2 Vocabulary

Definition

Example in ‘A Christmas Carol’

To be well meaning and kind.

Fred is introduced as the antithesis
of Scrooge in Stave 1 with his
kind-natured manner.

Very unwilling to spend
money or use resources.

Scrooge’s behaviour in Stave 1
with the charity workers as he
refuses to give any funds to help.

Penitent
(adjective)

Feeling a sense of regret or
sorrow for misdeeds.

Marley’s Ghost displays this
behaviour in Stave 1 through his
regretful manner.

Avaricious
(adjective)

Having or showing an
extreme greed for wealth or
material gain.

Stave 1 illustrates this through
Scrooge’s attitude with Bob
Crachit and having little resources
or comfort in his office.

Altruistic
(adjective)

Showing a selfless concern for
the well-being of others;
being generous.

The moral of the novella illustrates
this through Scrooge’s
transformative behaviour.

Intended to teach,
particularly in having moral
instruction as an ulterior
motive.

Dickens’ open critique of Victorian
society and their attitudes towards
the poor; presented through the
protagonist Scrooge.

A person that is the direct
opposite of somebody of
something.

Stave 2 considers this when
showcasing Scrooge’s attitude
towards his employees compared
to his previous employer,
Fezziwig.

The action of making amends
for a wrongdoing.

Scrooge’s transformative
behaviour in Stave 5 shows his
willingness to make amends for
previous sins.

Benevolent
(adjective)
Parsimonious
(adjective)

Didactic
(adjective)

Antithesis
(noun)

Atonement
(noun)

These are not the only examples you can find!
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Key Vocabulary in A Christmas Carol

Tier 2 Vocabulary

Definition

Example in ‘A Christmas Carol’

Zeitgeist
(noun)

The spirit or mood of a
particular period of history as
shown by the ideas and
beliefs of the time.

The consideration of how Dickens’
novella exposes Victorian social
issues.

Epiphany
(noun)

A moment of sudden
realisation, promoting change
in a person.

This is made explicit in Stave 4 as
Scrooge realises the errors of his
ways when introduced to his
tombstone.

These are not the only examples you can find!
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Key Vocabulary in A Christmas Carol
Word Bank:

Word

Definition
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Key Term

Multiplying Indices
Hegarty Maths – 105

Definition/Examples

When multiplying indices with the same base we add the powers together.
E.g. a3 x a4 = a3+4 = a7

Any number/variable raised to the power 0 is equivalent to 1.

Multiplying Indices
(to the power 0 and 1)

E.g. b0 = 1

Hegarty Maths – 103

Any number/variable raised to the power 1 remains the same.
E.g. b1 = b

When dividing indices with the same base we subtract the powers.

Dividing Indices
Hegarty Maths – 106

a8

E.g. 5 = a8-5 = a3
a

When raising a bracket to a power we multiply the powers.

Power of Power Rule
Hegarty Maths – 107

Negative Indices
Hegarty Maths – 104

Reciprocal
Hegarty Maths – 71

19.

E.g. a3

5

3×5

=a

15

=a

A negative power means take the reciprocal of the base and raise it to the
positive value of the power.
E.g.

𝑎−5 =

1 5
𝑎

15

1

= 𝑎5 = 𝑎5

The number you multiply by another number to give the answer 1.
1
1
E.g. 3 x =1
is the reciprocal of 3
3
3
1
and 3 is the reciprocal of 3 .

Quest for Knowledge – Assessment Cycle Two – Maths

Key Term

Definition/Examples
When solving equations, the aim is to get the unknown on its own on one side
(making the unknown the subject) using inverse operations. It is important to
keep both sides of the equals sign balanced, so you must always do the same
to both sides.

Solving Linear Equations
Hegarty Maths – 177 - 183

4𝑥 + 8 = 44
-8 -8
4𝑥 = 36
÷4 ÷4
𝑥=9
Now 𝑥 is the subject, we know the value of 𝑥 is 9.

First collect all the unknowns together on one side of the equals sign using
inverse operations. Then continue to solve by making 𝑥 the subject.

Solving Equations with
Unknowns on Each Side
Hegarty Maths – 184 - 186

E.g. 5𝑥 + 2 = 62 – 𝑥
+𝑥
+𝑥
6𝑥 + 2 = 62
-2
-2
6𝑥 = 60
÷6 ÷6
𝑥 = 10
Now 𝑥 is the subject, we know the value of 𝑥 is 10.

Just like solving, the aim of re-arranging formulae is to make a certain
variable the subject. It is important to keep both sides of the equals sign
balanced, so you must always do the same to both sides.
E.g. Make a the subject of b = 2a + h

Re-arranging Formulae
Hegarty Maths – 280 - 286

b = 2a + h
-h
-h
b – h = 2a
÷2

÷2

b−h
2 =a
Now a is the subject, however, we don’t know the value of a because a
formula has more than one unknown.
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Forces

Key Word

Definition

Speed

How much distance an object moves in a certain time.

Average Speed

The overall distance travelled divided by the overall time for a journey.

Relative
Motion

Different observers judge speeds differently if they are in motion too, so an
object’s speed is relative to the observer’s speed.

Acceleration

How quickly speed increases or decreases.

Equilibrium

State of an object when opposing forces are balanced.

Deformation

Changing shape due to a force.

Linear
Relationship

When two variables are graphed and show a straight line which goes
through the origin, and they can be called directly proportional.

Newton

Unit for measuring forces (N).

Resultant Force

The overall (or net) force experienced by an object. The sum of all other
forces acting on the object.

Friction

Force opposing motion which is caused by the interaction of surfaces
moving over one another. It is called ‘drag’ if one is a fluid.

Tension

Force extending or pulling apart.

Compression

Force squashing or pulling together.

Contact Force

A force that acts by direct contact.

Hooke’s Law

the extension of an elastic object (like a spring) is directly proportional to
the force added.

Forces
A stationary object remains stationary if the sum of the forces acting upon it (resultant force) is
zero. A moving object with a zero resultant force keeps moving at the same speed and in the
same direction. If the resultant force acting on an object is not zero, a stationary object begins
to accelerate in the same direction as the force. A moving object speeds up, slows down or
changes direction.
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Speed

Key Word

Units

Speed

Metres per second
(m/s)

Time

Seconds( s)

Distance

Metres (m)

Key Word

Units

Acceleration

Metres per second per
second (m/s2)

Time

Seconds( s)

Initial velocity
(u)

Metres per second
(m/s)

Final velocity
(v)

Metres per second
(m/s)

Distance-time graphs

A to B: constant speed.
B to C: stationary.
C to D: faster constant
speed.
E to F: constant speed.
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Breathing

Key Word

Definition

Breathing

The movement of air in and out of the lungs.

Trachea
(Windpipe)

Carries air from the mouth and nose to the lungs.

Bronchi

Two tubes that carry air to the lungs.

Bronchioles

Small tubes in the lungs.

Alveoli

Small air sacs found at the end of each bronchiole.

Diaphragm

A sheet of muscle found underneath the lungs.

Aerobic
Respiration

Breaking down glucose with oxygen to release energy and producing
carbon dioxide and water.

Anaerobic
Respiration
(Fermentation)

Releasing energy from the breakdown of glucose without oxygen,
producing lactic acid (in animals) and ethanol and carbon dioxide (in
plants and microorganisms).

Independent
Variable

The variable in an experiment that we deliberately change.

Dependent
Variable

The variable in an experiment that we measure.

Control
Variables

The variables in an experiment that we have to keep the same in order to
ensure a fair test.

Testing for Gases

23.

Gas

Test

Observation

Hydrogen (H2)

Hold a lit splint at the open end of a
boiling tube of the gas.

A lit splint makes a ‘squeaky
pop’ sound.

Oxygen (O2)

Hold a glowing splint at the mouth of a
boiling tube.

The glowing splint re-lights.

Carbon
Dioxide
(CO2)

Bubble lime water through the gas.

The lime water turns
cloudy/milky.

Quest for Knowledge – Assessment Cycle Two – Science
Breathing

Breathing is simply taking air in and out of the lungs. It is how we get oxygen into our body.
Respiration is a reaction that takes place in the mitochondria. It is how our bodies use the
oxygen that we breathe in in order to release energy.

Respiration is the release of energy from glucose in the muscles.
When the body is at rest this is aerobic respiration. As you exercise you breathe harder and
deeper and the heart beats faster to get oxygen to the muscles.

Glucose + oxygen → energy + water + carbon dioxide
When exercising very hard, the heart cannot get enough oxygen to the muscles. Respiration then
becomes anaerobic.

Glucose → energy + lactic acid
Smoking
Substance

Effect

Nicotine

Nicotine is a dangerous and highly addictive chemical. It can cause an
increase in blood pressure, heart rate.

Tar

Chemical in tobacco smoke that leaves a sticky, brown residue on your
lungs, teeth and fingernails.

Carbon
Monoxide

Decreases the amount of oxygen carried in the red blood cells. Carbon
monoxide is a dangerous chemical gas.

24.
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Key Word

Definition

Element

A substance made up of only one type of atom.
For example, gold is made entirely of gold atoms; oxygen is made entirely
of oxygen atoms.

Atom

The smallest particle of a chemical element that can exist. It is made up of
particles called protons, neutrons and electrons.

Sub-atomic
Particles

There are three types of sub-atomic particles: protons, neutrons and
electrons.

Mass Number

The mass number, also called atomic mass number or nucleon number, is the
total number of protons and neutrons in an atomic nucleus.

Atomic Number

The atomic number or proton number of a chemical element is the number of
protons found in the nucleus of every atom of that element.

Ion

An ion is an atom which has lost or gained an electron therefore, it has an
overall charge.

Atomic Shells

Each element within the periodic table consists of electrons. These electrons
are distributed in atomic shells.

Ionic Bonding

Ionic bonding is a type of chemical bonding that involves the electrostatic
attraction between oppositely charged ions.

Neutralisation

Neutralisation is a chemical reaction in which an acid and a base react with
each other to produce a salt and water.

Neutralisation Word Equation:

Acid

25.

+

Base

Salt

+ Water

Particle

Mass

Charge

Proton

1

+1

Neutron

1

0

Electron

1/1860

-1

Quest for Knowledge – Assessment Cycle Two – Science
Working Scientifically

Apparatus

Description and Function

Beaker

A glass container with a pouring lip. Used to hold, mix or heat substances.

Balance

Scales used to measure mass.

Measuring
Cylinder

A cylindrical container used to measure the volume of liquid.

Dropper/Pipette

A thin, tapering glass or plastic tube used to eject or suck in a small amount of fluid.

Test Tube

A thin, cylindrical container, usually made of glass. Used to hold chemical and
biological substances.

Boiling Tube

A slightly larger glass test tube. Used to heat substances over a Bunsen burner.

Thermometer

A device that measures temperature.

Funnel

A tube that is wide at one end and narrow at the other. Used to move liquids or
particles through a narrow opening.

Syringe

A tube and plunger used to eject or suck in a fluid or gas.

Stopwatch

Used to measure the duration of an event. Usually hand-held and operated by
buttons.

Microscope

A device that uses lenses to magnify items that are normally too small for the human
eye to see. e.g. cells.

Conical Flask

A glass container with a flat base, a wide, rounded body and a long neck. The
slanted sides and narrow neck of this flask allow the contents of the flask to be mixed
by swirling, without risk of spillage.
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Key Word

Definition

1. Anomalous

An odd result that does not fit the general trend or pattern of results.

2. Control
Variables

Variables or factors kept same during the investigation.

3. Dependent
Variable

Results or measurements (output variable). This is what you measure, count or look
out for.

4. Independent
Variable

Factor that you change on purpose or deliberately (factor under investigation i.e.
the input variable).

5. Range

Lowest to the highest value of the independent variable that is to be investigated.

6. Valid

Something is reliable, accurate or trustworthy.

7. Prediction

What you think will happen when the factor is changed.

8. Hypothesis

A hypothesis or prediction is made with limited evidence at the beginning of a
scientific investigation.

9. Accuracy

Accuracy refers to how close a measurement is to the true or accepted value.

10. Precision

Precision refers to how close measurements of the same item are to each other.

Presenting Data

When constructing a table use the following guidelines:
• Each column has a heading (including units).
• Units are not needed throughout the table, only in the heading.
• Use the same number of significant figures in each column.
• Place the independent variable in the left hand column.
When plotting a graph use the following guidelines:
• Independent variable on the x-axis and dependent on the y-axis.
• Axes labelled with units.
• Axes increasing in equal increments.
• Informative title.
• Line of best fit (if applicable).
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Sources Analysis
Use the acronym SNOP to remember how to evaluate sources – Source Content, Nature, Origin, Purpose.

Provenance

Source Content

The words and images in the source itself.

Nature

What type of source is it? (e.g. newspaper, diary entry, photograph)

Origin

The origins of the source (who produced it, when it was produced).
For example, a diary entry of a soldier from 1912.

Purpose

Why was the source produced? What effect was it meant to have on the
reader/audience?

Reliability

How trustworthy is the source in regards to who the author is and what their
intention is. For example, a first-hand account has increased reliability.

Typicality

If a source is typical, then it is similar to other sources from the same time.

Objectivity

A measure of how true a source is. If a source is objective, it will give a factual
view of an event. If a source is subjective (the opposite), it will be a person’s
opinion.

Source Content – Describe
what you can see in the
source. If it’s a text source,
use a quote.

Nature (type of source)
Origin (who, when,
where)
Source B: A mural for Oliver Cromwell on Shankill
Parade in West Belfast, Northern Ireland. This
mural was painted in 2002.

29.

Purpose – To criticise Cromwell.

Quest for Knowledge – Assessment Cycle Two - History

Cycle Two Timeline
Law/Event

Date

Meaning

King James I

1603-1625

As Elizabeth I died without children, the crown passed to her
cousin, James IV of Scotland, who became James I of
England.

Hampton Court
Conference

1604

A religious debate, led by James I, which demonstrated the
arguments that would lead to civil war.

Gunpowder Plot

1605

A failed attempt to assassinate James I and Parliament, by
Catholics.

Royal Charter

1606

James I grants a royal charter to the Virgin Company to
establish a settlement in the New World.

Jamestown Colony

1607

The Jamestown colony in Virginia (today the Eastern coast
of USA) is founded and settled by English colonists.

First AngloPowhatan War

1610-1613

A war breaks out between the native tribes and the English
settlers in Jamestown.

Thirty Years’ War

1618-1648

Devastating pan-European conflict between Catholic and
Protestant powers. English involvement hugely increased the
monarchy’s need for money.

King Charles I

1625-1649

The son of James I. His reign saw the country engulfed in
civil war, and he was eventually beheaded in 1649.

Petition of Right

1628

Statement of the rights of Parliament, made against what
were seen as the abuses of Charles I

11 Years’ Tyranny

1629-1640

Also known as the Personal Rule. During this period, Charles
I ruled without Parliament.

Ship Tax

1634

In April 1634, Charles I introduced an unpopular tax across
England.

Grand
Remonstrance

1641

Long list of 204 separate objections to the rule of Charles I,
passed by Parliament.

Execution of the
Earl of Stafford

12th May 1641

Parliament order the execution of Thomas Wentworth, the
Earl of Stafford, a close friend of Charles.

Charles storms
Parliament.

4th January
1642

Charles stormed Parliament in the hope he could arrest 5
MPs that had criticised him.

1642-1651

English Civil War

War between Royalist and Parliamentary forces, eventually
won by Parliament.
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Cycle Two Timeline
Law/Event

Date

Meaning

The Battle of
Edgehill

1642

The Battle of Edgehill was the first main battle of the English
Civil War. The battle ended with no obvious winner or loser
– but both sides said they had won.

The Battle of
Birmingham (AKA
Battle of Camp Hill).

4th April 1643

Prince Rupert (Royalist) attacked an unfortified town in the
now-Birmingham area and burned many houses. This
increased anti-Royalist sentiment.

The Battle of
Marston Moor.

1644

The Roundheads had won the battle, which meant that the
King and the Cavaliers lost a lot of their power in the North
of England.

New Model Army

1645
(February

The New Model Army was created. The soldiers were well
trained, efficient, disciplined and well equipped.

The Battle of
Naseby.

1645
(June)

The battle started at 10.00am when Prince Rupert attacked
the Roundhead horsemen commanded by Henry Ireton. The
Roundheads won the battle, it was one of the most
important victories in the Civil war.

Trial and Execution
of Charles I.

1649
(January)

Charles I’s trial for treason and tyranny began on 20th
January, 1649. He was found guilty on 27th January, and
executed three days later.

Lord Protector

1653
(December)

Cromwell became Lord Protector. He ruled with the Council
of State, advisers chosen by him.

Interregnum

1649-1660

Literally ‘between the reigns’. The period when Britain was
ruled as a republic, under Cromwell’s Commonwealth.

Restoration

1660

The reintroduction of the monarchy, following the
interregnum.

Charles II

1660-1685

King of England, following the Restoration, and son of the
executed Charles I.

1685-89

King of England and brother of Charles II. James, who was
Catholic, was removed as king during the Glorious
Revolution.

Glorious Revolution

1688-89

The removal of the James II and his replacement with
William and Mary, securing the place of Protestantism in
England, and shifting power from monarch to Parliament.

Bill of Rights

1689

A Law, recognising the rights of Parliament and limiting the
power of the King.

William and Mary

1689-1694

Joint monarchs of England, following the removal of James
II.

James II
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Week 1

Key Words

Description

Cause and
consequence

A key idea in history. Causes are the different things that make
something happen. Religion, power and money were all causes of the
Civil War - they made it happen. The consequence is the thing that
then happens. The Civil War was a consequence of different causes.

Civil War

A war fought by different sides from the same country. The English
Civil War saw the supporters of King Charles I (Royalists or Cavaliers)
fight with forces from Parliament (Parliamentarians or Roundheads).

Monarchy

Ruling a country with kings and queens. James I and Charles I were
strong believers in the Divine Right of Kings – the idea that monarchs’
power came from God.

Parliament

Made up of the House of Commons and the House of Lords. The Lords
came from the richest and most powerful families in the country, and
tended to side with the King. The Commons were elected by (some) of
the people of England, and wanted more power for Parliament.

Catholics

Followers of the Roman Catholic Church, led by the Pope. Henry VIII
split from the Catholic Church and set up the Church of England, as
part of the Protestant Reformation.

Arminians

A section of the Church of England, seen by their enemies as being too
close to ‘Popery’ and the Roman Catholics.

Puritans

Hard-line Protestants, opposed to anything they saw as ‘Popery’.

Ship Tax

An unpopular tax introduced in April 1634. Commonly, only people
who lived by the coast were required to pay ship tax, but in order to
get money, Charles made everyone in England pay it.

Execution of
Stafford

Parliament had the Earl of Stafford executed. He was a close friend
of Charles.

4th January
1642

Charles stormed Parliament in the hope he could arrest 5 MPs that had
criticised him.
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Week 2
Key Words

Description

Roundheads /
Parliamentarians

A supporter of Parliament in the English Civil War.

Cavaliers / Royalists

A supporter of King Charles I in the English Civil War.

Gentry

People of good social position, the class of people below the nobility in
position and birth.

Merchant

A person involved in wholesale trade, especially one dealing with foreign
countries or supplying goods to a particular trade.

Musket

An infantryman's light gun with a long barrel, typically smooth-bored and
fired from the shoulder.

Pike

One of the most commonly used weapons on the Civil War battlefield. The
pike was a long, wooden shaft with a steel point on the end.

New Model Army

The New Model Army was created in February 1645 by Parliament as it felt
that a professional army would be more successful against the King's army.

Cavalry

Soldiers who fought on horseback.

1642

The Battle of Edgehill was fought on October 23rd 1642. The battle ended
with no obvious winner or loser – but both sides said they had won.

12,000

The number of infantry men fighting for the Roundhead army at the Battle of
Edgehill. (They also had 2,000 men on horses (cavalry) and about 30 cannons
(artillery).

1645

The Battle of Naseby was fought on June 14th, 1645. The Roundheads won the
battle.
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Week 3
Key Words

Description

Heresy

Belief or opinion contrary to orthodox religious (especially Christian) doctrine.

Witchfinder General

A man called Matthew Hopkins, sent to deal with the problem of witches. He
had 68 people put to death in Bury St. Edmunds alone, and 19 hanged at
Chelmsford in a single day.

300

The number of women who the Witchfinder General put to death in the years
1644 to 1646.

1647

In 1647, Hopkins wrote a short pamphlet detailing his witch-hunting methods:
‘The Discovery of Witches’.

Witchcraft

The practice of magic, especially black magic; the use of spells.

Diabolical

Characteristic of the Devil, or so evil as to be suggestive of the Devil.

Pendle Witches

Pendle witches, in 1612, are among the most famous witch trials in English
history. The twelve accused lived in the area surrounding Pendle Hill in
Lancashire, and were charged with the murders of ten people by the use of
witchcraft.

Salem Trials

The Salem witch trials were a series of hearings and prosecutions of people
accused of witchcraft in colonial Massachusetts between February 1692 and
May 1693.

30

Out of the two hundred people who were accused during the Salem Trials,
thirty were found guilty.

Daemonologie

A book written and published in 1597 by King James VI of Scotland, which
explained the way the devil operated in the world.
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Key Words

Description

20th January 1649

Trial of Charles I begins, on charges of tyranny and treason.

Tyranny

A ruler who does not consider themselves to be bound by the law,
acting in a cruel or oppressive way.

Treason

Betraying or threatening your country. Accusing Charles of treason
was complicated, as it was normally understood at the time as
betraying or threatening the king, who of course was Charles
himself.

High Court of
Justice

The court established by the House of Commons to put the King on
trial. Although it was never properly established in law, as the
House of Lords and the King refused to agree, the Commons
proceeded.

President of the
Court

The individual in charge of the High Court of Justice, John
Bradshaw. Bradshaw considered his role so dangerous, that he
wore armour under his clothes and a bullet-proof hat!

27th January 1649

High Court of Justice finds Charles I guilty.

59

The number of people who signed Charles’ death warrant. Many
of these faced trail and execution themselves, once the Monarchy
was restored in 1660. Others, including Cromwell and Bradshaw,
had their bodies exhumed (dug up) and were displayed as
traitors.

30th January 1649

Charles I executed, by public beheading.

Last Words

The final words someone says before dying. Charles’ final words
were “I go from a corruptible to an incorruptible crown; where no
disturbance can be, no disturbance in the world”, indicating that he
believed he would go to Heaven, and be recognised there as a
king.

Martyr

Someone who dies because of their beliefs. Many supporters of
the monarchy regarded Charles as a martyr, who was wrongly
killed.
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Week 5
Key Words

Description

Lord Protector

The title given to Oliver Cromwell when he was made the head of state.

Puritan

A member of a group of English Protestants of the late 16th and 17th
centuries who regarded the Reformation of the Church under Elizabeth I as
incomplete and sought to simplify and regulate forms of worship.

Siege

A military operation in which enemy forces surround a town or building, cutting
off essential supplies, with the aim of compelling those inside to surrender.

Republic

A state in which supreme power is held by the people and their elected
representatives, which has an elected or nominated president rather than a
monarch.

Abolished

To formally put an end to something.

1649

Oliver Cromwell massacred thousands of Catholics in Ireland – especially
at the Siege of Drogedha in 1649.

12,000

The number of soldiers in Oliver Cromwell’s army in Ireland.

300

The number of soldiers who accompanied Sir Arthur Aston at the Siege of
Drogheda.

Plunder / Pillage

To steal goods from (a place or person), typically using force and in a time of
war or civil disorder.

59%

The percentage of land owned by Catholics in Ireland before the English Civil
War.

22%

The percentage of land owned by Catholics in Ireland by the time Cromwell
left in 1650.
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37.

Key Words

Description

Settlement

A place, usually uninhabited, where people erect buildings and
aim to live there permanently.

Colonist

Someone who travels to another country in order to take land and
live there.

Roanoke

The first English settlement in America, established in 1587. It had
failed and was deserted by 1590.

Jamestown

The second English settlement attempted in America.

15,000

Approximate number of natives that lived in the area around
Jamestown. Most of these were Algonquian tribes.

1606

James I gives a royal charter to the Virginia Company to establish
a settlement in the New World.

1607

100 settlers, led by John Smith, arrive in Jamestown.

Chief Powhatan

Leader of the native tribes around Jamestown and father to
Pocahontas.

The Starving Time

Name given to the winter of 1607, where supplies were very low
and a bad harvest meant people were starving.

1610-1613

The first official war between the English settlers and the
Powhatans. It was called the First Anglo-Powhatan War.

1.5 million

Amount of pounds (weight, not currency) of tobacco that was
traded from Jamestown each year.
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Week 8
Key Words

Description

Glorious
Revolution

The removal of the Catholic King James II and his replacement with
the Protestant William and Mary. The Revolution (great social
change) secured the place of Protestantism in England, and shifted
power from the monarch to Parliament.

James II

King of England, 1685-1689. Son of Charles I and brother of
Charles II, James was openly Catholic. However, after James the
throne was due to pass to his Protestant daughters, Mary and
Anne. When James’s son was born in 1688, the prospect of a
Catholic dynasty came into view, and a crisis was triggered.

William and Mary

Joint monarchs from 1689. William III, also known as William of
Orange, was the leader of the Protestant Netherlands, and Mary
II, his wife, was the Protestant daughter of James II.

Test Acts

A series of laws protecting Anglican (Church of England)
Protestantism as the religion of England, and limiting the rights of
non-Anglicans, including Roman Catholics.

November 1688

William of Orange invades England with 14,000 troops, to take
the throne from his father in law, James II.

Great Seal

The symbol of royal authority. On fleeing in the face of William’s
army, James threw the Great Seal into the River Thames, an act
which was seen as evidence of him abdicating (giving up the
throne).

Bill of Rights

Passed in 1689, the Bill of Rights set limits on the powers of the
monarchy in England, and secured the rights of Parliament,
including free and regular elections, and no taxation without
Parliament’s agreement. In effect, the Bill of Rights settled the
seventeenth century struggles between Parliament and the King, in
favour of Parliament.

Battle of the Boyne

A battle in Ireland in 1690, where the Protestant forces of William
III defeated James II, and put to an end James’ attempts to regain
the throne. The Battle is still controversial in Northern Ireland today,
as a symbol of the Protestant defeat of Catholicism.
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39.

Key Words

Description

5,500

Population of Birmingham in 1660.

Parliamentary
Support

Most Birmingham residents were supporters of Parliament during
the Civil War.

Blade Mills

Local Blade mills produced weapons for the Parliamentary forces.

15,000

Number of swords produced by Robert Porter’s Mill for Lord Essex
(Parliamentary Commander).

4th April 1643

Battle of Birmingham (also known as the Battle of Camp Hill).

Prince Rupert

Leader of the Royalist Forces in Birmingham.

1,900 men

Number of soldiers accompanying Rupert.

200 men

Number of Parliamentary supporters defending the town.

80 houses

Number of houses burned as a result of the Battle of Birmingham.

400 people

Number of people made homeless due to the Battle of
Birmingham.

Quest for Knowledge – Assessment Cycle Two - Geography

How are the natural world and people interconnected?

Week 1

Key Terms

Description

Ecosystem

A community of plants and animals within the environment in which they
live.

Biotic

Living things, e.g. plants and animals.

Abiotic

Non-living things e.g. soil and climate.

Nutrient Cycle

How nutrients are stored and flow in an ecosystem.

Producer

An organism that uses sunlight to produce food.

Consumer

An organism that gets energy by eating producers or other consumers.

Decomposer

An organism that gets its energy by breaking down dead matter.

Interdependence

When each part of the ecosystem depends on others.

Food Chains/Webs

The interaction between producers, consumers and decomposers within
an ecosystem.

Photosynthesis

A process by which green plants turn sunlight into plant growth.

Week 2
Key Terms

Description

Coral Reefs

An animal that grows underwater, 30 degrees north and south of the
equator.

Temperate Forest

A forest area found in the mid-latitudes, between the tropics and polar
regions.

Tropical Rainforest

These are found near the equator where it is hot and wet.

Polar

An area of land found around the north and south pole.

Hot Deserts

These are areas found between 20 degrees and 30 degrees north and
south of the equator where it is hot, dry and cloud free.

Savanah Grassland

Grasslands found between the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of
Capricorn.

Temperate
Grasslands

These are areas found between 40 degrees and 60 degrees north and
south of the equator where summers are hot and winters are cold.

Deciduous Forest

Forests that have broad-leaved trees that drop their leaves in autumn.

Coniferous Forest

Forests that have trees that keep their leaves all year around. They are
known as evergreens.

Nocturnal

Active only at night.
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Week 3
Key Terms

Description

Chemical Weathering

The decomposition of rock caused by chemical change within that rock.

Humus

The organic component of soil.

Leaching

The loss of water-soluble plant nutrients from the soil.

Bedrock

The substructure composed of hard rock exposed or buried at the
surface.

Epiphytes

Plants that have adapted to live on other plants.

Lianas

A long stemmed woody vine that is rooted in the ground and uses trees
to climb up to the canopy layer of the forest.

Emergent Layer

Trees whose tops poke up above the rainforest canopy layer.

Canopy

A dense layer of vegetation below the emergent layer. Sunlight is
blocked and provides shade to the plants below it.

Under-canopy

A layer above the forest floor. And in the gap before the canopy.

Forest floor

The ground level of a tropical rainforest.

Week 4
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Key Terms

Description

Arctic

A polar region located at the northernmost part of the Earth.

Antarctic

A polar region located at the southernmost part of the Earth.

Antarctica

The southernmost continent and site of the South Pole.

Tundra

These are areas found just below the poles and have very little rain.
Summers are short, winters are long and cold, and the ground is
generally frozen.

Arctic Circle

One of the two polar circles and the most northerly of the five major
circles of latitude as shown on maps of the Earth.

Permafrost

Permanently frozen ground, found in polar and tundra regions.

Tourism

Travel for pleasure or business.

Indigenous People

People who originally lived in an area, especially before the arrival of
settlers.

Mineral Extraction

Removal of solid mineral resources from the Earth. These can be from
under the sea.

Whaling

The hunting of whales for their usable products such as meat and
blubber.

Quest for Knowledge – Assessment Cycle Two - Geography

How are the natural world and people interconnected?

Week 5
Key Terms

Description

Climate Change

A long term change in the Earth’s climate, especially with increased temperatures.

Ice Cores

Cylinders of ice drilled out of an ice sheet or glacier.

Tree Rings

Patterns found in the core of trees that provide clues about climatic conditions of the
past.

Quaternary Period

The last 2.6 million years.

Interglacial Periods

The warm period between glacial periods.

Glacial-Interglacial Cycles

Alternating cold (glacial) and warm (inter-glacial) periods experienced over the last
400,000 years.

Global Warming

A gradual increase in the overall temperature of the Earth's atmosphere caused by
increased levels of carbon dioxide.

Milankovitch Cycles

Three distinct cycles in the Earth’s orbit that affect changes in climate.

Sun Spots

A dark patch that appears on the sun and is an increase in solar activity.

Solar Flares

A sudden explosion of magnetic energy released by the sun.

Week 6
*** Revise from you revision material for your Cycle 2 assessment next week. ***

Week 7
Key Terms

Description

Greenhouse Effect

This is the process of radiation from the sun being trapped by greenhouse gases in
the atmosphere, warming the Earth.

Greenhouse Gases

A gas that absorbs the long term radiation given off by the Earth.

Carbon Dioxide

A chemical compound composed of one carbon and two oxygen atoms.

Methane

A greenhouse gas, often produced by cattle.

Enhanced Greenhouse
Effect

Greenhouse gases caused by the burning of fossil fuels; intense farming methods;
deforestation and population.

Fossil Fuels

A natural resource that formed in the past from the remains of living organisms.

Agriculture

The farming of land to rear livestock and to grow crops.

Livestock Farming

The rearing of animals for their milk and meat.

Glaciers

A huge mass of ice that moves slowly over land.

Bleaching

When warmer water temperatures cause corals to expel the algae living in their
tissues causing the coral to turn completely white.
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Week 8
Key Terms

Description

Mitigation

Strategies aimed at reducing the causes of global warning by reducing
the concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.

Adaption

To change the way something is done to minimise its effects.

Peru

A country in western South America. It is bordered by Ecuador,
Colombia, Brazil, Bolivia, Chile and the Pacific Ocean.

Selective Logging
Ecotourism

Trees are felled only when they reach a certain height. Young trees are
allowed to mature to ensure that the height of the canopy is
maintained.
A type of sustainable development that aims to create local
employment while conserving the natural environment.

Deforestation

The cutting down of trees for it’s timber or to clear for farmland.

Amazon Rainforest

Is the world’s largest tropical rainforest, covering Brazil, Colombia and
Peru and the River Amazon.

Social Improvements

Improvements for the people e.g. healthcare, hospitals, education.

Stakeholders

An interest group that will be affected by large scale decisions.

Biodiversity

The variety of plants and animals in the rainforest.

Week 9
*** There is no Independent Learning for next week. ***
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Key Verbs

Infinitive

Meaning in English

Jouer

To play

Faire

To do

Aller

To go

Perdre

To lose

Participer à

To compete in

Gagner

To win

Nager

To swim

Être

To be

S’amuser

To have fun

S’entraîner

To train

Present

Perfect

Imperfect

Simple Future

Conditional

Infinitive (same
verb as above)

First person
singular

First person singular

First person
singular

First person
singular

First person
singular

Jouer

Je joue

J’ai joué

Je jouais

Je jouerai

Je jouerais

Faire

Je fais

J’ai fait

Je faisais

Je ferai

Je ferais

Aller

Je vais

Je suis allé(e)

J’allais

J’irai

J’irais

Perdre

Je perds

J’ai perdu

Je perdais

Je perdrai

Je perdrais

Participer à

Je participe à

J’ai participé à

Je participais à

Je participerai à

Je participerais à

Gagner

Je gagne

J’ai gagné

Je gagnais

Je gagnerai

Je gagnerais

Nager

Je nage

J’ai nagé

Je nageais

Je nagerai

Je nagerais

Être

Je suis

J’ai été

J’étais

Je serai

Je serais

S’amuser

Je m’amuse

Je me suis amusé(e)

Je m’amusais

Je m’amuserai

Je m’amuserais

S’entraîner

Je m’entraîne

Je me suis entraînée

Je m’entraîinais

Je m’entraînerai

Je m’entraînerais
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Key Questions

Quels sports fais-tu au collège ?/ Tu préfères les sports d’hiver ou les sports d’été ?
1

Je suis fou (folle) de foot parce que c’est passionnant

I am crazy about football because it’s exciting

2

et je m’entraîne tous les jours avec mon équipe de collège.

and I train every day with my school team.

3

De l’autre côté, le hockey m’ennuie

On the other hand, hockey bores me

4

car je suis un(e) vrai(e) casse-cou.

because I am an adrenaline junkie.

5

Je préfère les sports d’été

I prefer summer sports

6

puisqu’il fait beau

as the weather is nice

7

mais je ne fais jamais de boxe parce qu’elle est dangereuse.

but I never do boxing because it’s dangerous.

8

Pourtant, c’est le sport préféré de mon père

However it’s my dad’s favourite sport

9

et il en fait trois fois par semaine.

and he does it three times a week.

Quel sport as-tu fait la semaine dernière ?/ Qu’est-ce que tu vas faire ce weekend?
1

Samedi dernier, j’ai décidé de jouer au foot avec mes amis.

Last Saturday, I decided to play football with my friends.

2

J’ai beaucoup aimé car on a gagné le match !

I really liked it because we won the match!

3

Quand j’étais plus jeune, je faisais de l’équitation

When I was younger, I used to do horse-riding

4

mais c’était vraiment cher et ce qui me plaît,

but it was really expensive and what pleases me,

5

ce sont les sports d’équipe.

are team sports.

6

Ce weekend, je vais faire de la randonnée

This weekend, I am going to go hiking

7

avec ma famille dans les montagnes.

with my family in the mountains.

8

Je ne pense pas que ce soit divertissant

I don’t think that it will be entertaining

9

car il pleuvra et il fera froid.

because it will rain and will be cold.
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Speaking: Role-play
Tu parles avec ton ami(e) français(e) en ce qui concerne le sport.
Prompt

Question

Les sports au collège Quels sports pratiques-tu au collège
?
(deux choses).

Example Responses
Au collège, je joue au basket dans les cours
d’EPS. C’est mon sport préféré car je suis fort.

Le foot- hier.

Ah, très bien. Qu’est-ce que tu as
fait hier ?

Hier, j’ai joué au foot avec mon équipe. C’était
passionnant.

Les sports à l’avenir.

Excellente. Quel sport vas-tu faire à
l’avenir ?

À l’avenir, je vais faire du skate parce que ça
me semble intéressant.

!

Tu préfères les sports traditionnels
ou les nouveaux sports ?

Moi, je préfère les nouveaux sports parce que
je suis un vrai casse-cou.

Ah, bien.

Quel est ton sport préféré ?

? préféré.

Vous parlez avec un(e) réceptionniste dans un centre sportif en Belgique.

Prompt

Question

Réservation – nom et Bonjour Monsieur/Mademoiselle. Je
peux vous aider ?
sport.

Example Responses

Bonjour, je m’appelle Anne et j’ai une
réservation pour faire de la natation.

Dernière visite –
(deux détails).

Vous venez souvent ici ?

Oui, je suis venue il y a deux semaines et j’ai
joué au tennis. C’était relaxant mais je préfère
nager.

Devenir membre –
une raison.

Ah bon. Vous êtes membre ici ?

Non, pas encore mais je voudrais devenir
membre car ce serait moins cher.

!

Vous voulez commencer quand ?
… Et pour combien de temps ?

Je voudrais commencer le mois prochain
pendant un an s’il vous plaît.

? Horaire des cours.

Il est possible de voir un horaire des cours s’il
vous plaît?
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Speaking: Photo card
PALM

French
Sur la photo, il y a
Je peux voir
La photo montre
Au premier plan
To start off Au deuxième plan
À gauche / À droite
Près de
Devant

People

Action

Location/
Weather

Mood
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English
In the photo, there is/ are
I can see
The photo shows
In the foreground
In the background
To the left / To the right
Close to
In front of

Un homme/une femme
Un garçon/une fille
Une famille
Des enfants/jeunes
Des élèves
Beaucoup de personnes
Il/Elle a les cheveux bruns/blonds/longs/courts
Il/Elle est grand(e)/petit(e)/joli(e)
Il/Elle porte
Ils/Elles portent
un T-shirt/un jean/un pull/une veste/un uniforme

A man/woman
A boy/girl
A family
Some children/young people
Some students
A lot of people
He/she has brown/blond/long/short hair
He/she is tall/small/pretty
He/she is wearing
They are wearing
A t-shirt/jeans/a jumper/a jacket/a
uniform

Il/Elle est en train de….
+INFINITIVE
Ils/Elles sont en train de …. +INFINITIVE
parler
sourire
rire
se disputer
marcher
travailler
jouer
manger
Il/elle est…
Ils/elles sont…
au collège/au parc/à la maison
dans un jardin/un restaurant/un
café/un hotel
Il fait beau/mauvais
Il fait chaud/froid
Il pleut/neige
Il/Elle a l’air …
Ils/Elles ont l’air…
content(e)(s)
triste(s)
fatigué(e)(s)
énervé(e)(s)

He/She is…
They are…
talking
smiling
laughing
arguing
walking
working
playing
eating
He/she is…
They are…
at school/at the park/at home
in a garden/restaurant/
café/hotel.
It’s good/bad weather
It’s hot/cold
It’s raining/snowing
He/She seems…
They seem..
happy
sad
tired
angry

Quest for Knowledge – Assessment Cycle Two – French
Writing Success Criteria - SPARTANS

Les exemples

Subjunctive
Pronouns
Adverbs

Je ne pense pas que ce soit divertissant
s’il fait mauvais.
Bien que je fasse de la boxe, je ne
mange pas sainement.

Tenses and
Time phrases

Adjectives
(and
comparatives)

Negatives
Subordinate
clauses

I don’t think that it is fun if the weather is
bad.
Although I do boxing, I don’t eat healthily.

Nous faisons du sport pendant les cours
d’EPS.

We do sport during PE classes.

Ils s’entraînent en dehors du collège.

They train outside school.
Usually, I play rugby with my team.

D’habitude, je joue au rugby avec mon
équipe.
Je gagne souvent les matchs de foot.

Reasons

Examples

Je préfère les sports d’hiver parce qu’ils
sont divertissants.
Le foot m’ennuie car c’est nul.
Je ferai de la randonnée ce weekend.

I often win football matches.
I prefer winter sports because they are
entertaining.
Football bores me because it is rubbish.
I will go hiking this weekend.

La semaine dernière, on a perdu le
match.

Last week, we lost the match.

Les sports extrêmes sont plus
passionnants que les sports traditionnels.

Extreme sports are more exciting than
traditional sports.

Les sports d’équipe sont mieux que les
sports individuels.

Team sports are better than individual
sports.

Le hockey ne me plaît plus.

Hockey no longer pleases me.

Je n’aime ni les sports d’hiver ni les
sports d’été.
Le sport que j’aime le plus, c’est la
natation.

I neither like winter sports nor summer
sports.

Mon ami, qui joue au golf, a l’esprit de
compétition.

The sport that I like the most, is swimming.
My friend, who plays golf, is competitive.
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Key Verbs

Infinitive

Meaning in English

Jugar

To play

Hacer

To do

Ir

To go

Perder

To lose

Competir en

To compete in

Ganar

To win

Nadar

To swim

Ser

To be

Divertirse

To have fun

Vencer

To beat

Present

Preterite

Imperfect

Simple Future

Conditional

Infinitive (same
verb as above)

First person
singular

First person
singular

First person
singular

First person
singular

First person
singular

Jugar

Juego

Jugué

Jugaba

Jugaré

Jugaría

Hacer

Hago

Hice

Hacía

Haré

Haría

Ir

Voy

Fui

Iba

Iré

Iría

Perder

Pierdo

Perdí

Perdía

Perderé

Perdería

Competir (en)

Compito

Competí

Competía

Competiré

Competiría

Ganar

Gano

Gané

Ganaba

Ganaré

Ganaría

Nadar

Nado

Nadé

Nadaba

Nadaré

Nadaría

Ser

Soy

Fui

Era

Seré

Sería

Divertirse

Me divierto

Me divertí

Me divertía

Me divertiré

Me divertiría

Vencer

Venzo

Vencí

Vencía

Venceré

Vencería
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Key Questions

¿Qué deportes juegas en el colegio? ¿Prefieres los deportes de invierno o de verano?
1

Me apasiona el fútbol porque es emocionante

I am crazy about football because it’s exciting

2

y entreno todos los miércoles con mi equipo del colegio.

and I train every Wednesday with my school team.

3

Por otro lado me aburre el hockey

On the other hand hockey bores me

4

porque soy adicto/a a la adrenalina.

because I am an adrenaline junkie.

5

Prefiero los deportes de verano

I prefer summer sports

6

ya que hace buen tiempo

as the weather is nice

7

pero nunca hago boxeo porque es peligroso.

but I never do boxing because it’s dangerous.

8

Sin embargo es el deporte favorito de mi padre

However it’s my dad’s favourite sport

9

y lo hace tres veces a la semana.

and he does it three times a week.

¿Qué deporte hiciste la semana pasada? ¿Qué deporte vas a hacer el fin de semana?
1

El sábado pasado, decidí jugar al fútbol con mis amigos.

Last Saturday, I decided to play football with my friends.

2

me gustó mucho porque ¡ganamos el partido!

I really liked it because we won the match!

3

Cuando era más joven, hacía equitación

When I was younger, I used to do horse riding

4

pero era muy caro y lo que me gustan

but it was really expensive and what pleases me,

5

son los deportes de equipo.

are team sports.

6

El fin de semana, iré de excursión

This weekend, I will go hiking

7

con mi familia en las montañas.

with my family in the mountains.

8

No creo que sea entretenido

I don’t think that it will be entertaining

9

porque lloverá y hará frio.

because it will rain and will be cold.
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Speaking: Role-play
Estás hablando con tu amigo español/tu amiga española sobre el deporte.
Prompt

Question

Example Responses

Los deportes en el
colegio (dos detalles).

¿Qué deporte haces en el
colegio?

En el colegio, juego al baloncesto los jueves
con mi clase y diría que soy bueno/a en el
deporte.

El fútbol-ayer.

Ah, muy bien. ¿Qué hiciste
ayer?

Ayer jugué al fútbol con mi equipo y fue
emocionante.

Los deportes en el
futuro.

¿Qué deporte vas a jugar en el En el futuro voy a hacer skateboard ya que
futuro?
me interesa y mis amigos lo hacen.

!

¿Prefieres los deportes
tradicionales o los deportes
nuevos?

Para mi, prefiero los deportes nuevos
porque soy adicto/a la adrenalina.

? favorito.

Ah, bien.

¿Cuál es tu deporte favorito?

Estás hablando con una recepcionista en un polideportivo en España.
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Prompt

Question

Example Responses

Reservación – nombre
y deporte.

¿En qué puedo ayudarle?

Buenos días, me llamo Sofía y tengo una
reserva para hacer natación.

Última visita- (dos
detalles).

¿Viene aquí a menudo?

Sí, vine hace dos semanas y jugué al tenis.
Fue relajante pero prefiero nadar.

Hacerse miembrouna razón.

Vale. ¿Es miembro aquí?

No, todavía no, pero me gustaría hacerme
miembro ya que no será tan caro cada vez.

!

¿Cuándo quieres empezar?
Y…. ¿Por cuánto tiempo?

Me gustaría empezar el mes que viene por
un año, por favor.

? horario de clase.

¡Claro!

¿Es posible ver un horario de clases por
favor?

Quest for Knowledge – Assessment Cycle Two – Spanish
Speaking: Photo card
PALM

To start off

People

Action

Spanish

English

En la imagen…
En la foto…
Hay…
Veo…
Puedo ver…
La foto muestra…
En el fondo…
En el primer plano…
A la derecha/A la izquierda…
un hombre/una mujer.
un niño/una niña .
una familia.
unos chicos/gente joven.
unos estudiantes.
mucha gente.
Él/Ella tiene el pelo marrón/rubio/largo/corto.
Él/Ella es alto(a)/pequeño(a)/guapo(a).
Él/Ella lleva…
Ellos llevan…
una camiseta/unos vaqueros/un
jersey/una chaqueta/un uniforme.

In the image
In the photo
There is/ are
I see
I can see
The photo shows…
In the background
In the foreground
To the right / To the left
a man/woman.
a boy/girl.
a family.
some children/young people.
some students.
a lot of people.
He/She has brown/blond/long/short hair.

Él/Ella está…
Ellos/Ellas están…

He/She is…
They are…

hablando.
sonriendo.
riendo.
discutiendo.
caminando.
trabajando.
jugando.
comiendo.

Él/Ella está…
Ellos/Ellas están…
en el colegio/en el parque/ en la casa.
en el jardín/restaurante/ cafetería/hotel.
Location/ Weather Hace buen/mal tiempo.
Hace calor/frío.
Está lloviendo/nevando.

Mood

He/She is tall/small/pretty.
He/She is wearing…
They are wearing…
a t-shirt/jeans/a jumper/a jacket/a
uniform.

Él/Ella parecen…
Ellos/Ellas parecen…
feliz (felices).
triste (s).
cansado(a) (os/as).
enfadado(a) (os/as).

talking.
smiling.
laughing.
arguing.
walking.
working.
playing.
eating.
He/she is…
They are…
at school/at the park/at home.
in a garden/restaurant/café/hotel.
It’s bad good/weather.
It’s hot/cold.
It’s raining/snowing.
He/She seems…
They seem..
happy.
sad.
tired.
angry.
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Quest for Knowledge – Assessment Cycle Two – Spanish
Writing Success Criteria - SPARTANS

Subjunctive
Pronouns
Adverbs

Ejemplos

Examples

Aunque sea peligroso, me apasiona el
rugby.

Although it is dangerous, I am crazy about
rugby.

No creo que los deportes tradicionales
sean emocionantes.

I don’t think that traditional sports are
exciting.
My dad does cycling and he trains 3 times
a week.

Mi padre hace ciclismo y entrena tres
veces a la semana.
Ellos entrenan fuera del colegio.
Generalmente, juego al rugby con mi
equipo.
Gano partidos de fútbol a menudo.

Reasons

Tenses and
Time phrases

Adjectives
(and
comparatives)

Negatives
Subordinate
clauses
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Prefiero los deportes de invierno porque
son entretenidos.

They train outside of school.
Usually, I play rugby with my team.

I often win football matches.
I prefer winter sports because they are
entertaining.

Me aburre el fútbol ya que es pésimo.
Cuando era más joven, jugaba al
baloncesto pero, hoy en día, prefiero el
rugby.
Ayer jugué al tenis con mi mejor amiga
porque hacía buen tiempo.

When I was younger, I used to play rugby
but, nowadays, I prefer rugby.

Los deportes extremos son más
emocionantes que los deportes
tradicionales.

Extreme sports are more exciting than
traditional sports.

Los deportes de equipo son mejores que
los deportes individuales.
Ya no juego al fútbol porque creo que es
violento.

Football bores me as it is rubbish.

Yesterday I played tennis with my best
friend because the weather was nice.

Team sports are better than individual
sports.
I no longer play football because I think
that it’s violent.

No me gustan ni los deportes de invierno
I neither like winter sports nor summer
ni los deportes de verano.
sports.
El deporte que más me gusta, es la
The sport that I like the most, is swimming.
natación.
Mi amigo, que juega al golf, es
trabajador.

My friend, who plays golf, is hardworking.

The name ‘Q3’ represents three high ideals:
To seek that which is good.
To seek that which is right.
To seek that which is true.
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